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Abstract 

REGULAR SPACES AND HYPER~SPACES 

Liu Gui-Zhong* 

Department of Mathematics and Computing Science 

Eindhoven University of Technology 

5600 MB Eindhoven 

The Netherlands 

We are concerned with the construction of regular spaces and hyper-spaces, and the characteriza

tion of continuous linear operators in such spaces. 

§O. Introduction 

This paper is concerned with the construction of regular spaces and hyper-spaces, the characteri

zations of continuous linear operators in such spaces. 

In the first section we discuss topological properties of the inductive limit E+ of an increasing 

sequence of Banach spaces {(En' II· liE) I n E IN o} and of the projective limit F- of a decreas

ing sequence of Banach spaces {(F n , II· IIF ) I n E IN 0 }, as well as linear operators in them. One . 
point is the idea of using the so called interpolation type inequalities in the study of the topologi

cal properties of inductive limits. Four types of continuous mappings T, i.e. E+ -+ i,+. E+ -+ F-, 

F- -+ ft- and F- -+ E+ (i,+ and ft+ are spaces oftype E+ and F- respectively), are characterized 

in terms of, in particular, estimates of the form 

The essential trick here is a "two dimensional" or a "three dimensional" diagonal argument. 

In the second section so called regular spaces and hyperspaces are defined and studied. Given a 

linear operator B : D(B) eX -+ X of positive type in a reflexive Banach space (X, 11·11) we define 

a scale of Banach spaces {XZ I <:r E IR} as follows: For <:r~ O,XZ = (D (B a) ,1I·lIa ) with 

II u lIa = II B a u II; for <:r < 0, X~ is the completion of (X , II· "_) with II u "_ = II B _ u II. In terms of 

* Permanent address: Department of Mathematics. Xi'an Jiaotong University, Xi'an, 
China. 
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this family of Banach spaces {X~ I G E IR} we define x~n+ = U X~ with inductive limit topol-
a>ao 

ogy for Go E [-00, (0) and X~o- = (l XZ with projective limit topology for Go E (-00,00]. By 
a<an 

the properties of fractional powers of linear operators and by the results in the first section we are 

able to clarify the interrelations among the spaces defined above and their topological properties 

as well as to give characterizations of continuous mappings between them. Together with B the 

dual operator B * is an operator of positive type in the dual space X*; thus we have the spaces 

(X*)~* • (X*)1ft and (X*)s.. There hold the natural duality relations (X~)* = (X*)~, 
[(X*)~]* = X~, and similarly for the inductive and projective limits. We have the diagram 

The spaces to the right of X and X * are called regular spaces and the spaces to the left hyper

spaces. Conditions are given for a densely defined operator A : D(A) c X ~ X to be extendible to 

a continuous operator acting between a pair of hyperspaces, in terms of its dual operator 

A* :D(A*)cX* ~X*. 

Finally, in the third section we have some remarks and give a list of various examples of regular 

spaces and hyperspaces by choosing different Banach spaces X and operators B. 

§1. Inductive Limits and Projective Limits of Sequences of Banach Spaces 

Let there be given a sequence of Banach spaces {(En ,n-lIn) I n E IN o} such that En C En+l for 

all n E IN 0 and the embeddings are all continuous, i.e., 

(1) 

where the Mn's are positive constants. In this case there always exists a. corresponding sequence 

of new norms I - I n on En which are each equivalent to n-lin and which are monotone decreasing, 

Le. 

(2) 

Indeed it suffices to set 
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(3) 

Therefore in the sequel of this section we always assume the monotonicity of the sequence of 

nonns II· lin. 

On the vector space E+ = u En the locally convex inductive limit topology O"ind is imposed; a 
ne /No 

balanced convex set u in E+ is a neighbourhood of zero in (E+ , O"ind) iff u (') En is a neighbour

hood of zero in En for all n E IN o. In general, topological properties of a subset G in E+ cannot 

simply be reduced to the corresponding properties of the sets G (') En in En(n E IN 0). For 

instance, Makarov [7] has given various examples of inductive limits in which bounded sets in 

(E+ .O"ind) are not bounded in any of the spaces (En .1I·lIn ), or even not situated in any of them. 

However. there do exist conditions which ensure that a set G is bounded in (E+ ,O"ind) iff it is 

bounded in some Eno (no depends on G); such a sequence {En I n E INo} or its inductive limit 

E+ is said to be regular. We cite the following result of Floret [6J. 

Theorem 1.1. Let Kn be the closed unit ball in En. If for all sequences {em I m E IN o} of posi-
n 

tive numbers and all n E IN o. L em Km is closed in En+l' then the inductive limit E+ = ind En 
m~ n~~ 

is regular. o 

As consequences of the above theorem we have the following corollaries. 

Corollary 1.1. ([6]) If there exists a semireftexive locally convex space E and an injective con

tinuous operator T : E+ = ind En ~ E such that T Kn is closed for all n, then E+ is regular. o n~oo 

Corollary 1.2. ([6]) The inductive limit of a sequence of dual Banach space with the inclusion 

mappings being dual mappings is regular. 0 

As pointed out by Floret, the familiar fact that inductive limits of sequences of locally convex 

spaces with (weakly) compact linking mappings are regular follows from Corollary 1.2 in view of 

the following lemma ([9]). 

Lemma 1.3. Let K be an absolutely convex, weakly compact subset of a locally convex space V. 

Then there is a Banach space E such that [K] = E* isometrically and [K] = E* ~ V is 

O"(E* .E) - O"(V, V*) continuous. Here [K] denotes the linear hull of K equipped with the 
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Minkowski nonn mK. o 

If the inductive limit E+ = ind En is regular, then it readily follows that E+ is bomological and 

barreled. If, in addition, an interpolation-type inequality is satisfied, then we can also character

ize converging nets or sequences, Cauchy nets or sequences and compact sets in E+ and conse

quently obtain the completeness of E+. 

Theorem 1.4. Suppose that the inductive limit E+ is regular and that E+ is continuously embed

ded in some Banach space E. Assume for each n E IN 0 there is k(> n) and a function 

4>n,k : m+ x m+ -7 m+ such that the interpolation ineqUality 

II U ilkS 4>n,kCIi U 1171' II U II), T:lu E En (4) 

holds. Here the function 4>n k(t,S) is monotone in each of its variables and such that 4>71 k(t,S) -7 0 . , 

as S -7 0 for each fixed t. Then we have 

(i) A bounded set {ua I a E l} in E+ converges (to zero) in E+ iff it converges (to zero) in 

some En. 

(ii) A bounded set {Ua I a E l} in E+ is a Cauchy net in E+ iff it is a Cauchy net in some En. 

(iii) A subset G in E+ is compact iff it is compact in some En. (The same is true for relative 

compactness.) 

(iv) E+ is complete. 

Proof 

Ci) Assume that a bounded set {ua I a E l} converges to zero in E+. The regularity of the 

inductive limit E+ implies the existence of some n E IN 0 such that {ua I a E l} C En and 

II Ua.1I S Mn for all a E I where Mn is a positive constant. On the other hand the continuity of 

the embedding from E+ into E ensures that the net converges to zero in E, i.e., II ua II -7 O. 

Then, by assumption, there exists some k > n and a function 4>71 k such that (4) is satisfied. In 

particular 

from which follows that II Ua Ilk -7 O. The converse is trivial. 
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(ii) The proof is entirely similar to that of (i) and is omitted. 

(iii) Let the subset G be compact in E+. In particular it is bounded in E+ and the regularity of 

the inductive limit implies the existence of some n E IN 0 such that G c En and II U lin ~ Mn 

for all U E G, where Mn is a positive constant. By our assumption we can choose some 

k > n such that (4) is valid. Then, for a given sequence fUm 1 m E IN o} c G, the compact

ness of Gin E+ implies the existence of a subsequence {um'} ~ v e Gin E+ and hence in 

E, i.e." um-vll ~ 0 as m' ~ 00. From 

follows readily {um'} ~ v in E". This shows the sequential compactness of G in Ek> which 

is however equivalent to compactness in the Banach space E". The converse is trivial. 

(iv) follows directly from (U) and from the equivalence of bounded completeness and complete-

ness (Satz 4.3 in [5]). 0 

In analysis we meet projective limits as well as inductive limits of Banach spaces. However, the 

theory for projective limits of Banach spaces is much simpler and more "classical" than that for 

inductive limits. For completeness and easier citation we state the following standard results on 

projective limits of Banach spaces, the proof of which is straightforward and can be found in the 

standard text books on functional analysis and generalized functions, e.g., [10], [19] or [21]. 

Let there be given a sequence of Banach spaces {(Fn' II-lin) 1 n E INo} such that Fn::> Fn+l for 

all n E INo and 

(4) 

If we set 

(5) 

then each of the new norms I· 1 non Fn is equivalent to the original II· lin and they are monotone 

increasing: 

I • I n ~ I· I n+l n E IN o. (6) 

Let us assume that F- = n F n be not zero and equip F- with the locally convex topology 'tproj 
ne /No 

generated by the sequence of norms {II· fin 1 n E INo}. Then we have 
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Theorem 1.5. 

(i) F- is a FrecMt space, Le., a complete metrizable locally convex space. 

(ii) A sequence {un I n e IV o} in F- converges (to zero) in (F- ,tproj) iff it converges (to 

zero) in all the spaces Fn. 

(iii) A sequence {II u" I n e IV o} in F- is a Cauchy sequence in (F- ,'tproj) iff it is a Cauchy 

sequence in each of the spaces F n' 

(iv) A set G in F- is compact in (F- , 'tproj) iff it is compact in each of the spaces F n' The same 

applies to relative compactness. 0 

Now we proceed to characterize continuous mappings between spaces which are inductive limits 

or projective limits of sequences of Banach spaces. 

Theorem 1.6. Let {(En' n-IIE) I n E IV 0 and {(En' n-IIE) I n E IV o} be two sequences of 

Banach spaces with inductive limits E+ and i+ respectively, and let i+ satisfy the conditions in 

Theorem 1.4. Let {(F n ,n-IIF) I n E IV o} and {(ft n ,II-11ft) I n e IV o} be two sequences of 

Banach spaces with nonempty projective limits F- and ft- respectively. 

(i) For a linear mapping T : E+ ~ E+ the following are mutually equivalent: 

1) Tis continuous. 

2) If a sequence {urn 1m E IVo} is contained and converges (to zero) in En for some 

n e IV 0, then {T Urn I m e IV o} is contained and converges (to zero) in some in. 

3) For any n E JN 0 there exists an n E IV 0 such that 

(7) 

where (and below) M lI,n is a positive constant. 

(ii) For a linear mapping T : F- ~ ft- the following are mutually equivalent: 

I) T is continuous. 

2) Ifasequence{um Ime IVo}converges(tozero)ineachFn,then{Tum Ime IVo} 

converges (to zero) in each ft n' 

3) For any n E IN 0 there exists an n e IV 0 such that 

(8) 
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(iii) For a linear mapping T : E+ ~ F- the following are mutually equivalent: 

(1) T is continuous. 

(2) If a sequence fUm I m E IN o} is contained and converges (to zero) in some En' then 

{T Um I mE IN o} converges (to zero) in all the spaces Fk(k E IN 0). 

(3) For each n and k in IN 0 holds that 

(iv) For a linear mapping: T : F- ~ E+ the following are mutually equivalent: 

(1) T is continuous. 

(9) 

(2) If a sequence tUm I mE IN o} converges (to zero) in all the spaces Fn(n E IN 0), then 

{T Urn I m E IN o} is contained and converges (to zero) in some Ek• 

(3) There exist nand k in IN 0 such that 

(10) 

Proof. Since the arguments in the proofs to the four cases are quite similar, here we only include 

the proofs to cases (i) and (iv). 

(i) 3) ~ 2) is trivial. 2) ~ 3): Suppose that there exists an n E IN 0 such that 

sup IITull£.=oo 'rJiEINo_ 
Ilulle" = 1 • 

(10) 

Then, for each i E IN 0 we can find a sequence {Uij I j E IN o} such that 

Form the diagonal sequences {T Uii liE IN o} and {Uji liE IN 0 }. We have for each j E IN 0 

andi>j 

and consequently 

IIT(uiili)II£.~oo as i~ooforeachjE INo-
J 

However 

The above two relations contradict with the statement in 2). Thus we have proved the equivalence 
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of 2) to 3). 

1) => 2): If a sequence {um I m E AVo} is contained and converges to zero in some En' then it 

converges to zero in E+ and from the continuity of T follows that {T Um I m E AVo} converges to 

zero in E+. Theorem 1.4 (i) ensures the existence of some fi E AVo such that {T Um I m E AVo} is 

contained and converges to zero in En. 

3) => 1): Consider the restrictions of T to the subspace En(n E IN 0)' For a sequence 

{um 1m E INo} lying and converging to zero in En, since there exists an n. E INo such that (7) 

holds, {T Um I m E IN o} converges to zero in En and therefore in E+. Thus all the restrictions 

are continuous. Now let U be a convex neighbourhood of zero in E+. Obviously T-1 (U) is con

vex in E+ and En (J T-1(U) = (nE.r1 (U) is a neighbourhood of zero in En. So T-1(U) is a 

neighbourhood of zero in E+ and T is continuous. 

Thus we have completed the proof for (i). 

(iv) (3) => (2) is trivial. 

(2) => (3): Suppose that there be no pair of nand k such that (10) is valid. Then for any n E IN 0 

and k E IN 0 we can find a sequence {un,k,j I j E IN o} in F- such that 

(11) 

Now we fOrnl the sequence {Vj I j E IN o} with Vj = Uj,j.j' which is the diagonal of the "cube" of 

elements {un.k,j I n,k,j E IN o}. For each n E IN 0 we have, in view of the firstrelation in (11) 

(12) 

For each k E IN 0 we have, in view of the second relation in (11) 

(13) 

(12) and (13) readily lead to the conclusion that 

II vjl jllFo -70 (j -7 OQ) , T:in E INo } 

II T(Vjlj) liE, -7 OQ(j-7 00) , T:ikE AVo (14) 

which contradicts the statement in (2). 

(3) => (1) is obvious. 

(1) => (2) follows from Theorem 1.4 (i). o 
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Note that the regularity of t,+ and its satisfying an interpolation type inequality are used only in 

the arguments of (1) => (2) above, not in the other implications. By the way we also remark that 

for a specific case of (iv) above [11], [12] and [2] gave an incorrect proof and the proof given in 

[2] is quite lenghy. 

Corollary 1.7. In each of the four cases in the above theorem, a linear operator T is continuous 

iff it is bounded, i.e. it maps bounded subsets into bounded subsets. [] 

Corollary 1.S. (E+)* = (') E: 
,. e INo 

(F-)* = u F:. 
,.E INo o 

Corollary 1.9. 

(i) If E+ = t,+ are vector spaces, then the following are mutual equivalent: 

1) E+ =t,+ as topological vector spaces, and both t,+ and E+ satisfy the mentioned con

ditions in Theorem 1.6. 

2) If a sequence fUm I me iNo} is contained and converges (to zero) in some En' so 

does it in some t,;, , and vice versa. 

3) For any n E IN 0 there exists some Ii E IN 0 and a positive constant M,.,1i such that T 

maps E,. into t,~ and 

II u liE. :s; Mn,;, II U liE,., 'VUE En , 

and vice versa. Note that in this case the regularity (and an interpolation type inequal

ity) of t,+ implies that of E+. 

(ii) If F- = i'- as vector spaces, then the following are mutually equivalent: 

1) F- = ft- as topological vector spaces. 

2) If a sequence fUm I m E iN o} converges (to zero) in each of the spaces Fn (n E iN 0), 

then it is convergent in each of the spaces ft Ii (ii E iN 0). 

3) For any Ii E IN 0 there exists some n E iN 0 and a constant Mn,;, > 0 such that 

and vice versa. 

o 
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We point out that Theorem 1.6 (U) and its counterparts in the above corollaries (the case of pro

jective limits) are somewhat standard (see, e.g., [10], [19] and [21]). They are included here 

mainly for completeness. It seems that Theorem 1.6 (i) and its corollaries are not current in this 

general setting. Gelfand and Shilov made the statement, in [10], vol. II, Chapter 1 Section 8, that 

sequential continuity and sequential boundedness for a linear mapping between two spaces of 

inductive limit are equivalent to each other; however their proof is not correct. The advantage of 

the above theorem and its corollaries consists in characterizing the continuity of linear mappings 

in terms of inequality estimates rather than in topologies, which are the usual tools of analysis. 

At the conclusion of this section we remark that in many instances of inductive limits interpola

tion type inequalities as (4) indeed hold. It will be the case in the definition and discussion of reg

ular spaces and hyper-spaces involving fractional powers of operators; see the next section. This 

applies also to the spaces defined by ter Elst as intersections of Gevrey spaces ([3]). Here we give 

another example. 

Example 1.10. Let q ~ 2 be a natural number and a,b > O. The space HA~ (a,b) consists of all 

harmonic functions u(x) on IRq such that 

lIulla =( J 1 u(x) 12 e-alxl
b 

dx)1fz <00, 

IRq 
(15) 

It is a Hilbert space with the given norm and its corresponding inner product. In the following q 

and b are fixed. It is easy to see that if a 1 > a 2 > 0 then 

for U E HAHa2,b). We have an interpolation type inequality for this scale ofspaces. 

Lemma 1.11. For al > a2 > a3 > 0 we have 

Proof It follows from Holder's inequality that 

lIull~2= J 1 u(x)12e-a21xlb dx 
IRq 

(16) 
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421-.23 421-.22 

~(J I U(x) 12e-.2IIXlbdx)421-.23 (J lu(x)12e-a,lxlbdx)42I-a,. 
mq mq 

o 

Given a E (0,00]. Take a sequence of increasing positive numbers {am I m E .No} such that 

am < a for all m E .No and am ~ a as m ~ 00, Corollary 1.2 implies that the inductive sequence 

{HAHam,b) 1m E .No} is regular; the corresponding inductive limit does not depend on {am} 

and is denoted by HAHa+,b), For a < 00 the above Lemma 1.11 ensured that Theorem 1.4 

applies here. In particular, a sequence {urn} cHAHa+,b) converges to zero iff it converges to 

zero in some HAHa',b) with a' < a, It is not clear how we could directly apply Theorem 1.4 to 

the inductive limit space HAHoo,b). It turns out that all the conclusions in Theorem 1.4 remain 

valid for the space HAHoo,b). Indeed, in stead of a Banach space we can use the FrecMt space 

HA(IRq), the topology of which means uniform convergence on each compact set of IRq, It is 

then obvious that each space HAHa,b) is continuously embedded in HA(IRq), so is the inductive 

limit HA~(oo,b). Let fUm 1m E .No} be a sequence converging to zero in HAe(oo,b), So it is 

bounded in HAe(oo,b) and hence in some HAe(a,b), for HAe(oo,b) is regular. It is also a zero

sequence in HA(IRq). Therefore we conclude that {urn} is a zero sequence in HAe(a',b) for 

a' > a. Indeed 

II U II~' = f I u(x) 12 e-.2'lxl
b 

dx 
IR' 

where m(Bq(R» denotes the Lebesque measure of the ball (x E IRq I I x I ~ R}. 

In the above we have considered spaces of harmonic functions. Actually the harmonicity of func

tions in the spaces play no role here; it is assumed here only for easier citation later on. 
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§2. Regular Spaces and Hyper-spaces: General Theory 

First we give a brief survey on the definition and basic properties of fractional powers of linear 

operators. For the details the reader is referred to [7J, [8], [14], [15], [18] and [20]. 

Let X be a Banach space with nonn 11·11. For given constants ro E [O,x) and M ~ 1, a densely 

defined closed linear operator B : D(B) eX -1' X is said to be of type P(ro,M) if :Em C pCB), 

II (IJ - Br1 115 M I A 1-1 for all A < 0, and for each E E (O,x-ro) there exists an M £ ~ 1 such that 

II (IJ - Brl 115 MEl A 1-1 for all A E :E(j)f-£. Here for an arbitrary a E [O,x),:Ea stands for the cone 

in the complex plane {A E ([; I I argA I > a}. We say that the operator B is of type P(ro) ifit is of 

type (ro,M) for some M ~ 1. A densely defined closed operator B in X is of type P (x 12 ,1) iff both 

B itself and its dual operator B* are accretive, or equivalently, iff B is m-accretive, i.e., accretive 

and A E pCB) for some (hence all) A < O. It is well-known that forro E [0,x/2) the operator B is of 

type P(ro) iff it generates an analytic semigroup in the cone r: 7rl2-m = C - ~2-m' Here by an ana

lytic semigroup we mean a family of operators {TCt) I tE r:1t/2-{J)} cL(X) such that 

T(t) T(s) = T(s +t) for all t,s E r: 1t/2-{J)' for each U E X and each E > 0 lim T(t) U = U, and the 
I~O 

mapping T : r: 7rl2-{J) -1' L(X) is analytic. (The analycity is equivalent to T(· ) u : r: )./2-{J) -1' X being 

analytic for all U E X, or still, equivalent to (T(·) U ,v*) : r: 7rlZ-{J) -1' C being analytic for all U E X 

and v* E X*.) 

Assume that B : D(B) eX -1' X is an operator of type P(ro,M) and 0 E pCB). We can define its 

fractional powers Br:J(crE JR.) as follows. Take a neighbourhood n of the origin in ([; such that 

n v :Em c pCB). Choose a> 0 and.p E (ro,x) such that 

r= {A Eel arg(A-a) =±.p} en v :Ew 

For cr > 0 define 

(17) 

where A-(J = 1 A I-(J e-aarg'A.·i is analytic in ([; - {A I AS OJ and the path of integration is orientated 

so that arg A is decreasing along r. B-(J thus defined does not depend on the admissible paths r. 

In particular, for cr E (0,1) we can transfer the path r to the upper and lower left-half real axis and 

obtain 

00 

B-(J = sinxcr J),,-(J (IJ +Brl d)". 
cr 0 

(18) 

Similarly it is easy to see that B-n = (B-1 t. Moreover, if B is a positive self-adjoint operator in a 



Hilbert space X, then 

B-ou=J')..-odE(')..)u, ueX 
o 
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(19) 

where {E(')..)} is the spectral resolution of B. Still other fonnulations of the fractional powers 

exist, especially when B is a generator of a Co semi group (cf. [22]). 

Fractional powers of operators enjoy very nice properties. Some of these properties are listed 

below: 

(i) B-(f is injective for each e; > 0; we define BC'J = (B-or1 fore; > 0 and BO = I. 

(B) For all e; > 0 the operator B C'J is densely defined and closed. 

(iii) IfO~ 't~ 0' then D(BC'J) cD(B't) and D(B<1) is a core for B'I:. 

(iv) {B-(f I e;;;:: OJ is a Co semigroup of operators on X which can be analytically extended to 

the whole right-half plane. In particular, for all e;, 't e IR 

where e = max {e;, 't,e; + 't}. 

(v) (Interpolation inequality) For any e; < 't < e there exists a constant C(e;,'t,e) such that 

e-t 't-(J 

IIB'tull~C(e;,'t,e)IIB<1ull&-<1I1Baulia-o, ueD(Bs). 

(vi) If B is a generator of a Co semigroup, then D(B CO

) = n D(B<1) is dense in X. 
<1>0 

We are now in a position to define a scale of graded Banach spaces. Given a linear operator B of 

type (ro,M) in a Banach space (X , 11·11) whose resolvent set contains the origin 0, then the same 

properties are satisfied for its dual B'" in (X'" , II· "".). 

Definition 2.1. Let e; e (0,00). 

(i) X~=(D(B<1),II.IIB.<1) where lIuIlB.<1=IIB<1 u ll for ueD(B<1). XZ=(X,II.II). U-IIB,<1 is 

often abbreviated to 11·lIcr ; II-UB. 0 = II· 110 = 11·11. 

(ii) Xll is the completion of (X, II.IIB,-o) where 

II UIlB.-o =11 U 11-0 =IIB-cr u II for u e X. 

o 
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From this definition and the properties of fractional powers immediately follows 

Proposition 2.2. The scale of spaces {XZ I O'E IR} is a scale of graded Banach spaces. For any 

't > 0' > 0 we have the relation 

(20) 

where each smaller space is densely and continuously embedded into another bigger one. 

Proof We omit the details of the somewhat routine proof of this proposition. Nevertheless we 

emphasize the important role played by the fact that for 0 < 0' < 't, D(B"') is a core for the opera

tor B a in X (property (iii) of fractional powers listed above). Since no literature, which is avail

able to us, states this explicitly, we give a brief proof here. Without loss of generality we can 

assume that't is an integer. Let U E D(B a ). Then, for ),.> 0, u'A. = ),."'(')J +B)-'I: U E D(B't). It is 

easy to see that (')J+B)-'l:B-<f=B-<f(')J+B)-'I:. From this follows it that 

B a UI.. = ),.'t(')J +B)-'I: B a u. In view of the standard fact (I +),.-1 B)-1 U ~ u as),.- 00 for all U E X 

and the continuity of the operator (/ +),.-1 B)-'I: we have U'A. ~ u and B a u .. ~ B a u. This com-

pletes our proof. o 

From the scale of Banach spaces {XZ I 0' E (-00, +oo)} we can construct their inductive limits 

and projective limits. 

Definition 2.3. 

(i) FarO'E [-oo,+oo),XZ+= u Xlwithinductivelimittopology;X,b-<><>)+ = Xjj. 
't>a 

(ii) Fora E (-00,+00], XZ- = () Xl with projective limit topology; X,b-t=)- = X;. 
't<a o 

We remark that because of Proposition 2.2 above the inductive limits and projective limits are 

well defined by any sequence of Banach spaces with monotone indices converging to the right 

limits. 

Proposition 2.4. Among the Banach spaces {XZ I 0' E IR}, the inductive limits 

{Xr- I 0' [-oo,oo)} and the projective limits {XB I 0' E (-oo,oo]) there holds the following rela

tion (0 < 0' < 't < 00): 
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(21) 

Here each smaller space is densely and continuously embedded in another bigger one except for 

Xi which is only known to be dense in another bigger space when B is of type (x 12, 1). 0 

We omit the proof of this proposition again only mentioning that X1i(t > 0) is shown to be dense 

in Xr via the same procedure as we used to prove that D(Bt) is a core for B('J (0 < cr < t). 

The next two theorems clarify the topological properties of these spaces of inductive limits and 

projective limits. 

Theorem 2.S. Assume that either the Banach space X is reflexive or all the operators B -('J (er > 0) 

are compact in X. Then we have 

1) All the inductive limit spacesX~+ (cre [-00,+00» are regular. 

2) For any cr e JR a bounded net {u a I (X e l} in Xr converges (to zero) iff it converges (to 

zero) in some Xli (t > er). 

3) For any cr e /R a bounded net {u a I (X e I} in X~+ is a Cauchy net in Xr iff it is a Cauchy 

net in some Xl! (t> er). All the spaces Xj+ (ere JR) are complete. 

4) For any er e /R a set G in Xr is compact iff it is a compact set in some XiI (t> a). The 

same is true for relative compactness. 

5) Each of the spaces Xr (cre /R) is barreled and homological; it is Montel iff all the map

pings B-t : X ~ X(t > 0) are compact. 

Proof It is readily seen that for each cr > 0 the isometry operator B -('J : X ~ X» extends uniquely 

to an isometry operator from X/f onto X, still denoted B-(1; its inverse extends B('J : X» ~ X and 

is denoted by Ba again. In this way, via X, we have an isometric operator from X» onto XiI, 

denoted by B a-t , for each cr, t e JR. 

1) If the Banach space X is reflexive, so is each XZ (ere /R). It is also evident that 

B -t : X ~ X (t > 0) is compact iff the inclusion mapping from XZ into XZ-t is compact. Then the 

regularity for each of the inductive limit spaces Xj+ (cre [-00,00» follows from Corollary 1.2 and 

the remarks following it. 

2).3) and 4) are consequences of 1) and Theorem 1.4 since now we have the interpolation 

inequality 

&-t t-('J 

lIull t S C(a.t.9)lIull a6-o' lIulle6-o' (a<t<9) (22) 

which is just the corresponding property for fractional powers. Here for fixed cr we take E = XjJ in 
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Theorem 1.4. 

Xr is barreled and bornological since it is regular. If all the mappings B-'t : X ~ X (t> 0) are 

compact, then, equivalently, all the inclusion mappings i: X~ ~ Xrr (9 E JR) are compact. 

Thus, if 9 is a closed and bounded set in Xr, then by 1) there exists 9 > er such that G is bounded 

in X~. Thence it is compact in X~9+<r)l2, so is it in XZ+. This shows that Xr is Montel. Conversely, 

assume that XZ+ is Montel for some er E JR. For t > 0 and a bounded set G in X, B-{a-+-t) G is 

bounded in Xr, so is it in XZ+. Since XZ+ is Montel, B-{a-+-t) G is relatively compact in XZ+. By 

4) above there exists some 0 E (0,1) such that B-{a-f-t) G is relatively compact in X}r+&t). This in 

turn is equivalent to B(a+&t)B-{a-f-t)G=B-(1~)tG being relatively compact in X, so is 

B-'t G = B~ B-(l~)t G. This proves the compactness of B-'t for each t > O. o 

Open problem 2.6. For a sequence {un I n E BV o} converging to zero in XB', is there some er 

such that it converges to zero in the space XZ? o 

Theorem 2.7. Let er E (- 00, + 00]. Then we have 

1) XZ- is a Frechet space. 

2) A sequence in XZ- converges (to zero) iff it converges (to zero) in each of the spaces 

Xl (t <er). 

3) A sequence in XZ- is a Cauchy sequence iff it is a Cauchy sequence in each of the spaces 

X1 (t <er). 

4) A set G in XZ- is bounded (compact) iff it is bounded (compact) in each of the spaces 

X1 (t < er). The same applies to relative compactness. 

5) XZ- is Montel iff all the mappings B-'t : X ~ X (t > 0) are compact. 

Proof. Assertions 1) to 4) follow directly from Theorem 1.5. The proof for 5) is similar to that 

for Theorem 2.5 5) above and is omitted. o 

If the Banach space (X, 11·11) and the operator B are replaced by the dual space (X* , II· 11*) and 

the dual operator B*, then we obtain another scale of Banach spaces (X*)Z ... (ere JR), and their 

inductive limits (X*)zt (erE [-00,00» and projective limits (X*)Z. (erE (-00,00]). The norm of 

(X*)Z is denoted" ·1I*,B,a, sometimes abbreviated to II· "*,a' There is a natural duality relation 

between the two scales of spaces. 

Theorem 2.8. (XZ)* =(X*)~ and XZ ~ [(X*)~]* (er>O) isometrically via the duality 
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pairing < .•. >0" : Xi x (X*)Bl 

<U .1>0" = (BO" U, (B*)-<1 f), U E Xi, IE (X"')Bl (23) 

where (- ,.) is the duality pairing between X and X"'. If, furthennore, the space X is reflexive, 

then «X"')Bl)'" =Xi isometrically via the same duality pairing (23). 

Proof. For U E Xi and I E (X*) Bl we have 

(24) 

Now letl E (X*)Bl be given and set g = (B *)-<1 IE X*. There exists a sequence {vn } C X such 

that II Vn II = 1 and I (Vn,g) I ~ II g "*. Putting Un = B-<1 Vn , then Un E Xi, II Un 110" = 1 and 

(25) 

(24) and (25) together then implies that F = <. ,1>0": Xi ~ C belongs to (Xi)* and 

II F II = 11/11"'.-<1' 

Conversely, if F : Xi ~ C is in (Xi)'" , then, since Xi and X are isometric to each other under the 

mapping B 0", there exists a unique g E X* such that F (u) = (B 0" u,g) for U E X~. Putting 

1= (B*)O" g we have I E (X*)Bl and F(u) = < U ,j>0"' Thus we have shown that (XZ)* = (X*)Bl 

isometrically via the duality pairing (23). 

Now let U E XZ be given and put v =BO" U EX. Then, the Hahn-Banach theorem ensures the 

existence of some g E X'" such that (v,g) =11 v 1111 gil",. Putting 1= (B"')-<1 g we have I E (X*)Bl 

and 

I <u,I>O" I = I (v,g) I =lIulIO" 11/11",,-<1' (26) 

(26) and (24) together imply that U = <u ,- >0": (X"'YiJCZ ~ C belongs to [(X"')Bl]* and 

II U II = II U 110"' This shows that Xi y [(X"')Bl]'" isometrically. 

Let now X be reflexive. For given U E [(X~* )-<1]*, since (X~ .. )-<1 and X'" are isometric to each 

other, there exists a unique v E X** =X such that 

U(f) = (v, (B*)-<1 f) = (B 0" u , (B*)-<1 f) = < u ,1>0"' 

where u = B-<1 V E Xi. Thus, if X is reflexive then XZ = [(X'" )jjC:]* isometrically via the duality 

pairing (23). 0 
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Lemma 2.9. 

(i) Given O'~ O. Then 

< U '/>'S = (u.f) for u e X~ and/ eX"'. 

(ii) Given 0 < 0' < 't < 00. Then 

<u,/>'s=<u'/>-r for U e Xk and/e (X*)~. 

Thus the mapping <. " >: u XB x (X"')~ ~ C is well defined in the natural way. 
'S>o 

Proof 

(i) </,g>'S=(B'Su, (B"')-<'ff) 

= (B a u • (B-<'f)'" f) 

= (B-'S B'S u, f) 

= (u ,f), 

(B) (u ,f)" = (B" u. (B*r-r. f) 

= (B ~'S B 'S U , (B * )-{"-<:1) (B"')-<:1 f) 

= (B"-'S B'S u, (B-{'t-<'f»'" (B"')-<'f f) 

= (B'S U, (B*)-<'f f) 

= (u ,f)'S, 

Theorem 2.10. 

(i) Let 0' e [0,00). Then 

and iffurthennore X is reflexive, equality "=" holds instead of "~ .. in (29). 

(ii) Let 0' e (0,00]. Then 

and if furthennore X is reflexive, equality "=" holds instead of "~" in (30). 

All the equality relations above hold via the duality pairing <. " >. 

(27) 

(28) 

o 

(29) 

(30) 

Proof The conclusions here directly follow from Theorem 2.8, LelIlIT!-a 2.9 and Corollary 1.8. 0 
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We now tum to the study of extendibility of an operator A in X to spaces Xif(cr> 0) or their 

inductive limits or projective limits, 

Theorem 2.11. Suppose that the space X is reflexive. Let A : D(A) eX...., X be a densely 

defined operator and A * : D(A *) c X* ...., X* its dual operator, Then 

(i) For given cr, 't > 0 the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from Xif to "Kit 
iff (X*)~. cD(A*). A*(X*)I* c(X*)~. and A* t(X.)B~ is continuous from (X*)I* to 

(X*)Z* , 

(ii) For given cr,t E (0,00) the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from Xif+ 

to xi? iff (X*)I* eD(A*), A*(X*)1-. e(X*).i'* and A* t(X*)B\- is continuous from 

(X*)F to (X* )Z*. 

(iii) For given cr,t E [0,00) the operator A extends uniquely to a continuous operator from Xif

to X;- iff (X*)jj+" eD(A*). A*(X*)jj+ .. c(X*)zt and A* t(X*)B:: is continuous from 

(x*)1+" to (X*)zt. 

Proof. 

(i)" ¢:", Set Ao-,'t=(A* t(X*)Bt)*. Then, since [(X*)I*]* =X; and [(X*)z .. r'< =Xif by 

Theorem 2,8 applied to X* and B * and by the reflexitivity to X, the standard theorem on the dual 

of a continuous operator from a Banach space to another implies that Ao-,'t is a continuous opera

tor from Xif to X; and II Ao-;t II = II A * t(X*)B111. Let us show that Ao-,'{ is indeed an extension of A. 

In the following <. ,. >0-,* : Xif x (X*)Z* (cr>O) stands for the duality pairing between (X*)Z" 

and Xif, and. of course, it has similar properties of <. , . >0- as are stated in Lemma 2.9 above; 

<. ,. >* is understood similarly to <. ,. >. By definition we have 

(31) 

If U E D(A) eX e Xif and! E {x*)1* then 

<U. A* !>o-,* =(u .A* f) =(A u .f)= <A u '/>'t,*, (32) 

Thus 

which implies that A a.-I: U = A u. The uniqueness follows from the denseness of D(A) in X and X 

inXif. 

"=i> ", Assume that A extends to a continuous operator from Xii' to "Kit, denoted Aa,'!:, Set 
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A * ~ = (Aa.-t)*. Then, since (X/f)* = (X*)Z* and (XJi)* = (X*)1* by Theorem 2.8 applied to X* 

and B* and by the reflexitivity of X, A * ~ is a continuous operator from (X*)1* to 

(X*)1* cD(A*) and IIA*~II=IIAa.-t11. If we can show that (X*)1* cD(A*) and 

A * ~ (X* )1* = A * ~, we have completed the proof. By definition 

(33) 

If U E D(A), then 

which implies that (A • ,f) : D (A) c X ~ q; is continuous and therefore 

1 E D(A *); (X*)1* c D(A *). Furthennore, for 1 E (X*)1* the above equation can be rewritten 

as 

<U ,A* I>a.* = <U, A* ~ I>a.*, U E D(A). 

This together with the denseness of D(A) in X and X/f implies that A * 1 = A * ~ f Thus 

A* ~(X*)B~=A*~. 

(ii) II ¢ ". Set A * ~ (X*)B;'- = S. Then, as is assumed, S is a continuous operator from (X*)1* 

to (X*)Z*. By Theorem 2.10 we have [(X*)Ji*]* =XJi+ and [(X*)Z* =X/f+. The dual operator 

S* : XiJa+ ~ XJi+ is well defined via the duality pairing 

<u,SI>=<S* u,J>, U E X/f+,JE (X*)Ii'" (34) 

A proof similar to the corresponding part of (i) above shows that S* ~ D(A) = A. Let us prove the 

continuity of S* . Given cr' E (O,cr). By the continuity of S, Theorem 1.6 (ii) implies the existence 

of some 't' E (0, 't) such that 

Let U E X/f' C XiJa+. Then, (34) and (35) implies S* U E xi and 

II S* U II-'t' = sup' -t- I <S* U ,J>-t'.* I (since (X*)1* is dense in (x*)'h*) 
fe (X )B* 

II fll-t'. * 

= sup, -t- I < U ,S I> I (by (34» 
fe (X )B* 
IIfll-t'.*=l 

(35) 
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S Cd." 1\ ull~. (by (35» 

Thus Theorem 1.6 (i) is invoked to ensure the continuity of S* . The uniqueness of the extension 

follows from the denseness of D(A) inX and X inXir . 

.. ~ ", Assume, conversely, that A extends to a continuous operator from ~ to X;+, denoted T. 

Define its dual T* via the duality pairing 

< T u ,1>* = < u , T* 1>* ' u E Xr , IE (X*)8'*. (36) 

It is a well defined operator from (X*)8'* to (X*)a., If U E D(A) and I E (X*)8'* then 

(A U ,f) = < A u ,f > * = < T U ,f > * = < u , T* 1>* = (u ,T* f) 

which implies that IE D(A*) and A* I=T* f This proves that (X*)jj-;' cD(A"") and 

A "" ~(X")B-r = T*. 

Let us show that T"" is continuous. Given cr' E (0,0,). By virtue of the continuity of 

T : Xif+ ~ Xl!+, Theorem 1.6 0) guarantees the existence of some '1:' E (0,'1:) such that 

liT U II-'t' S Cd,,, II u II-cr' , U EXit'. 

For IE (X* )'k* , (36) and (37) imply that T* I E (X* }t .. and 

II T* IlIa,.*. 

= sup, I <u. T* I>a'.* I 
uex;S 

lIull-cr'=l 

= sup, I < T u ,f>",',* I (by (36» 
uex;S 
lIull~=l 

By Theorem 1.6 (ii) we have the continuity of T* . 

(iii) The proof is completely parallel on that for (ii) above and is omitted. 

We have a few remarks to the above theorem: 

(37) 

o 
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a) The conclusion in ii) above is still true for 0" = 00 or t = 00 if we assume that (x* )8* is dense 

in X* in case t = 00 and if we replace the concept of continuity of operators by a formally 

stronger one, as is described in Theorem 1.6 (i) (2) (or equivalently (3». 

b) Similarly to ii) and iii) above we have also characterizations of operators A in X which are 

extendible continuously to one from XJr" to X;- or from X/f- to Xli+ in terms of its dual 

operator A * . 

c) Instead of one space X and one operator B we have entirely similar results on the continuous 

extendibility of an operator A : D(A) eX -+ Y to one from Xlf to 1'2, et al, for two spaces 

X and Yand operators B and C. 

§3. Remarks and a list of concrete examples of regular spaces and hyper-spaces 

To conclude the present section we put the results above in perspective. Given a reflexive Banach 

space X and an operator B of type P(ro,M) therein such that 0 e pCB). Along with the space X and 

the operator B we have the dual space X* and the dual operator B * having similar properties. 

Using the domains of the fractional powers BCf and (B*)Cf we construct the scales of Banach 

spacesX~ (O"e JR.) and (X*)Z .. and we form the scales of spaces of their inductive limits and pro

jective limits, namely, XZ+ and (X*)Z"t (O"e [-oo,oo»,XZ- and (X*)Z. (O"e (-00,00]). 

Thus we have the following diagram (0" > 0): 

(B*)Cf, (B*)-<1 

If X and X* are suitable spaces of functions and the operators B and B * are appropriately taken 

(usually differential operators), then various classical function spaces appear as spaces XZ or 

(X* )Z* (0" > 0), and different test function spaces and their correspOnding generalized function 

spaces emerge as the spaces of inductive limits or projective limits with nonnegative indices and 
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nonpositive indices respectively. Thus, we call the spaces to the right of X and X* in the diagram 

regular spaces, and those to the left hyper-spaces. Theorems 2.5 and 2.7 then clarify the topologi

cal structures of all the spaces of inductive limit and projective limit. Theorem 1.6 can be directly 

invoked to give characterizations of continuous operators between those spaces. Theorems 2.8 

and 2.10 establish the duality between the two scales of spaces in the above diagram (i.e. between 

spaces of smooth functions and generalized functions). And Theorem 2.11 gives criteria which 

ensures that an operator initially acting on smooth functions could be extended to spaces of gen

eralized functions. In short our frame is a kind of Gelfand-Shilov triple in a Banach space setting. 

We notice that in general the spaces to the right of X, in the above diagram, cannot be embedded 

into their dual spaces, i.e., the ones to the left of X* . If, however, X is a Hilbert space, this can 

always be done as long as we identify the dual of the Hilbert space with itself. Also, in some 

instances, spaces "enough" right to X can be embedded to spaces "enough" left to X*. Anyway, 

the spaces right to the spaces X and X* together are included in the total of the spaces left to X 

and X* together. 

Finally we give a list of various examples of regular spaces and hyper-spaces. In this way a 

number of classical function spaces and generalized function spaces are realized as regular spaces 

and hyper-spaces respectively. For the details we refer to [16]. 

X B XZ 
comments 

1) lP diag P"k} lP,a{A.k} 

weighted lP spaces 

2) LP u(x) H A(x) u(x) LP.a{A(x)} 

weighted LP spaces 

3) LP(JRn) / - Ll(Ll Laplacian) Wp,2a 

Sobolev spaces on JRn 

4) L 2 ([0, 21t]1I) /-Ll W 2a 
per 

Periodic Sobolev spaces on IR 11 

W~r periodiC test space 

wP: periodic generalized space 

5) L2(JR n) x 2-Ll (LW)2.2a 

Modified Sobolov spaces 

(Lwi·- Schwartz test space 

(LWY'-OO Schwartz tempered 
d'- 1 

6) LP(IR) e ::::A 
P.~ 
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Ranges of heat-diffusion equation 

7) Xtanh(a/2) 

Spaces of Van Eijndhoven-Meyers 

x}f = S~ Gelfand-Shilov 

8) L2(sq-l) HA'Au (v,cr) 

(Sq-l unit sphere in IRq) (!J.LB Laplace-Beltrami) Weighted spaces HA q(J.t) 

of hannonic functions on IR q 
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